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and the same fast transit time was noted in patients with
the irritable colon syndrome. They conclude that their
evidence supports the hypothesis that incoordinated colonic
activity is the basic abnormality in diverticular disease of the
large bowel.

New Respiratory Virus
The complex aetiology of acute respiratory disease has been
gradually revealed during the past fifteen years with the
discovery of one after another "new" virus. Each one in
turn has been studied for its pathogenesis in man and
eventually allotted a place in one of the various virus families
on the basis of its physical, chemical, and morphological
properties.
The myxovirus family, besides having the true influenza

viruses A, B, and C, has had added to it five different para-
influenza viruses and probably also the respiratory syncytial
virus. The adenovirus family contains 31 different serotypes,
and the picornavirus family, the home of poliomyelitis,
E.C.H.O., and Coxsackie viruses, now shelters about 80
rhinoviruses, all isolated from patients with common colds.
The veils of mystery surrounding respiratory illness are

gradually being lifted. With the right technique one of
these many organisms can increasingly be found to be the
cause of disease. However, there still remains a fair propor-
tion of cases in which nothing can be found to account for
the patient's symptoms and the hunt is by no means over.
A new technique developed by B. Hoorn and D. A. J.

Tyrrell' involved the use of fragments of trachea and nasal
epithelium from the human embryo to provide an " organ
culture" for the viruses. This procedure was found to
increase the frequency of virus isolation from patients with
colds to a considerable extent. The viruses grown in this
way were sometimes familiar ones which could be grown in
tissue culture, but it was quickly recognized that there were
others which were clearly multiplying in the organ cultures
and producing colds in volunteers, but refusing to behave like
other viruses in ordinary tissue cultures.

D. Hamre and J. J. Procknow' had earlier isolated from
students with colds some other fastidious viruses, which,
though they grew in tissue culture, did so only with special
techniques. J. D. Almeida and Tyrrell' then put these fastidi-
ous viruses and those grown on organ culture under the
electronmicroscope and discovered not only that the two
groups were morphologically similar but that they differed
from the usual human respiratory viruses. Though the new
viruses contain R.N.A. and are destroyed by ether, and have
therefore some characters of the myxoviruses, in their struc-
ture they can be readily distinguished. In place of the fine
frill surrounding the myxovirus particle well-spaced wedge-
shaped projections can be seen in these viruses round the
circumference of the particle. It was also noted that these
human viruses were apparently identical in structure with a
virus known to cause infectious bronchitis in fowls and with
one causing hepatitis in mice.

So far as is known neither of these last two viruses is
pathogenic for man, but antibody to mouse hepatitis virus

has been detected in human sera, and J. W. Hartley and
colleagues,4 investigating respiratory illness among military
recruits, detected during three successive winters a wave of
serological changes suggesting that the recruits had experi-
enced an epidemic of infection with mouse hepatitis virus or
with a virus J a similar antigenic composition.
A further six strains of this virus with the new look were

isolated by K. McIntosh and colleagues,5 who extended their
studies of respiratory disease to include organ culture. Since
they had not included symptomless controls in their series,.
they were unable to be certain that the viruses were in fact
responsible for the disease. The evidence was certainly
suggestive, as was that obtained by Hamre and Procknow,'
whose isolates were in every case but one from patients with
illness. But it was clear that a strain would have to be tested
in human volunteers under controlled conditions if this point
was to be decided for certain.

In this issue of the B.M.7. Mr. A. F. Bradburne, Dr.
M. L. Bynoe, and Dr. Tyrrell produce evidence that this
virus has a pathogenic role (page 767). Twenty volunteers
given saline remained healthy, whereas half of those given
virus developed a fairly typical common cold with a profuse
nasal discharge, mild fever, and a significant rise in serum
antibody to the virus.
The connexion of what must now be recognized as a human

respiratory pathogen with the morphologically identical fowl
and mouse viruses has still to be determined. Preliminary
results suggest they are serologically distinct, and it appears
that we have a whole new virus family with possibly multiple
serotypes. Another veil is down; our ignorance is less; but
every additional virus must dampen our hopes for a vaccine
to control acute respiratory illness.
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Overwhelming Infection after
Splenectomy

A late complication of splenectomy is fulminating generalized
infection. This hazard was first reported in 1952 by H. King
and H. B. Shumacker in five infants who had undergone
splenectomy for hereditary spherocytosis.' Though the
relationship between splenectomy and overwhelming infection
has been doubted,2 3 most people agree that there is a
significant connexion between the two. Children are more
vulnerable than adults, and most cases of infection occur
within the first few years of splenectomy.4 5

A. J. Eraklis and his colleagues6 have recently reviewed
467 cases of splenectomy followed up for at least three years,
and in many instances up to ten years. They found that
about 5% of patients died of overwhelming infection, and
that the incidence of this disaster depended on the antecedent
condition. No patient whose spleen was removed because of
traumatic rupture, idiopathic thrombocytopenic purpura,
extrahepatic portal-vein thrombosis and portal hypertension,
or localized tumour died of infection. The incidence was
very low in those with hereditary spherocytosis and aplastic
anaemia, but it was higher in cases of thalassaemia major,
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